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What’s the difference?
● Community
● Team
● Working group
● Committee
● Initiative
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Committed
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Nimble
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Committed
&

Nimble
Together
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Why Us?

Hostos Media Literacy Movement
--Read, Reflect, Resist
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We Are
A Happy & Productive Team
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What we’ve accomplished:

● Campus-wide “teach-in”
● Provost’s luncheon
● Journal article
● April Fools’ Week (1st annual)
● Bronx EdTech Showcase presentation
● Interactive presence at Hostos Teaching Day
● LACUNY Institute presentation
● Outreach: banners, posters, flyers, postcards, 

email, interactive whiteboard challenges
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“On Deck”:

● “Spa Day” faculty development
● Upcoming conference proposals
● Hostos Teaching Institute sessions
● Journal submission
● Example lesson plans
● Internal repository of tools for collaboration 

(outcomes, rubrics, lesson plans)
● Next year’s April Fools’ Week
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Agenda
1. Our Story
2. Traditional vs. Non
3. Things We Say When We Talk 

About Teams
4. How We Work
5. Benefits, Challenges, Best Practices
6. Other Possible Applications



What is Traditional?
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Non-Traditional?
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“Communities of Practice”

● Informal
● Egalitarian
● Improvised problem solving
● Value of “shop-floor” vs. received knowledge
● “Practice” = concrete actions
● Belonging = engagement
● Joint enterprise
● Shared “repertoire” of practices, material, 

experience



Things we talk about when we talk about teams...



● Team Composition
● Stages Groups Go Through
● Motivation/Commitment
● Charter
● Group Decision Making
● Adaptive Performance

Things we talk about when we talk about teams...
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Team Composition



Stages Groups Go 
Through
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Motivation/Commitment



Motivation

Maslow’s 
Hierarchy of Needs
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Charter



Group Decision Making
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Adaptive 
Performance
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How We Came Together
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How We Work
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How’re  We 
Feeling About It?



14 items:
Not effectively at all → 0 (absolute)

Somewhat ineffectively → .64 (avg.)

Somewhat effectively → 2.5 (avg.)

Extremely effectively → 1.86 (avg.)

Q1: AS A TEAM, how effectively have we…



7 items had zero ineffective ratings:
● ...formed a cohesive group
● ...developed a mission
● ...set and followed priorities
● ...made decisions
● ...come up with creative solutions & ideas
● ...kept track of details
● ...worked to solve unexpected problems or 

challenges

Q1: AS A TEAM, how effectively have we…



Of those, 4 scored highest:
● ...formed a cohesive group
● ...developed a mission
● ...set and followed priorities
● ...made decisions
● ...come up with creative solutions & ideas
● ...kept track of details
● ...worked to solve unexpected problems or 

challenges

Q1: AS A TEAM, how effectively have we…



2 items scored lowest:
(2 ratings of Somewhat ineffectively)
● ...taken into account our context and our 

students
● ...communicated clearly

Q1: AS A TEAM, how effectively have we…



9 items:
Very negatively → 0 (absolute)

Somewhat negatively → .67 (avg.)

Somewhat positively → 2.33 (avg.)

Very positively → 2 (avg.)

Q2: AS AN INDIVIDUAL, how have you
felt (for whatever reason) about…



3 items had zero negative ratings:
● ...our process of collaborative 

decision-making
● ...our asynchronous online collaboration
● ...the open-endedness of our overall project

Q2: AS AN INDIVIDUAL, how have you
felt (for whatever reason) about…



Of those, one scored highest:
● ...our process of collaborative 

decision-making
● ...our asynchronous online collaboration
● ...the open-endedness of our overall project

Q2: AS AN INDIVIDUAL, how have you
felt (for whatever reason) about…



6 items scored 1 somewhat negatively:
● ...our overall approach to the media literacy issues 

on campus
● ...our process of delegating responsibilities
● ...our face-to-face meetings
● ...how communication channels are working
● ...working on multiple initiatives at once
● ...the balance of practical/logistical and 

creative/imaginative in the work

0 items scored > 1 

Q2: AS AN INDIVIDUAL, how have you
felt (for whatever reason) about…
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Benefits & Challenges 
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Increased Morale/Motivation 
“It is the passion behind the work that keeps the work 
going.”

“This team renewed my energy and re-balanced my mental 
needs.”

“I love the way our team keeps coming back for more.”
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Shared Mission 
“The most satisfying part of the process has been sharing our 
concerns and common dismay about the current 
administration, which advocates confusion and media 
illiteracy.”

“I feel pretty overwhelmed in general by my schedule, but still 
feel dedicated to the project.”

“I am philosophically committed to this initiative.”
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Satisfaction in How We Work 
“This is truly a team, lots of ownership and input all around.”

“I like that we’re taking on a lot of different initiatives,...many of 
them simultaneously--and that we are managing to 
complete/accomplish so much.”

“I...like how we’re not only reflecting on the tasks at hand, but also 
reflecting on our process and sort of repairing/noticing teamwork, 
as we go.”

“I think [this] is a great way for us to develop as educators.”

“Communication and follow-through on commitments….[keep] 
frustration in check a little bit.”
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Time Management Challenges 
“Besides our responsibilities as library faculty, we wanted to do 
so much more at the same time. It was hard to keep everything 
going.”

Frustrated by “the feeling of juggling many ‘balls’ to keep them 
all in the air.”

“When I commit to something in the future, in the back of my 
mind I know that there is a good chance I won’t feel able to do it 
or do it carefully when the time comes.”
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Other Challenges 
● Group decision making is really hard.

● Finding the right balance of time spent communicating 
face-to-face and asynchronously.

● Lack of time for open-ended discussion; meetings “go off 
course,” are frustrating, and/or exhausting.

● Keeping in mind our context and our students.

● Outreach: 1) need more faculty buy-in; 2) competition for 
students’ time/attention.



Best Practices
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Communicate WHY
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First: Dream BIG
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● Supportive
● Flexible
● Forgiving
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Logistical Communication



Be Practical
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1 Problem / Project / Initiative
that might benefit from 
elevated commitment & 
nimbleness
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1 Problem / Project / Initiative
that might benefit from 
elevated commitment & 
nimbleness

1 - 2 Relevant Practices
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Share
Give Feedback

Make Suggestions
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Want to collaborate on media lit initiatives?
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Want to collaborate on media lit initiatives?

Thank You!
mlaskin@hostos.cuny.edu
clyons@hostos.cuny.edu
lmiles@hostos.cuny.edu

References:
http://tiny.cc/teamreferences


